FOREIGN LANGUAGE (LANG)

LANG 1311  Beginning Language Instruction I
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
This course offers beginning instruction in foreign languages not taught on a regular basis. It is an introduction to listening, speaking, reading and writing skills within a cultural framework. Languages will vary but may include Korean, Hindi, or Russian. For students without previous knowledge of the language. Can be repeated once for up to 6 hours credit for two separate languages.

TCCNS: LANG 1311

LANG 1312  Beginning Language Instruction II
3 Semester Credit Hours (3 Lecture Hours)
This course is a continuation of LANG 1311 Beginning Language Instruction I. Continued practice in listening, speaking, reading and writing skills within a cultural framework. Languages will vary but may include Korean, Hindi, or Russian. LANG 1311 or equivalent in the same language or instructor permission required. Can be repeated once for up to 6 hours credit for two separate languages.

Prerequisite: LANG 1311.

TCCNS: LANG 1312